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Visit us at SMT Hybrid Packaging 2016
At the trade show SMT Hybrid Packaging in
Nuremberg/Germany from 26 to 28 April 2016, ULT
AG will exhibit new and well-proven extraction and
filtration systems as well as solutions for ionisation
of surfaces and assemblies.
Read more

Save the Date: fifth ULT Symposium
On 10th and 11th May 2016, the fifth ULT Symposium
headlined “Air Handling for new Technologies” will
take place on Löbau/Germany. Traditionally, wellknown experts from industry as well as research and
development will introduce current theoretical and
practical experiences.

Program and registration opportunities

One-stop-Shop for Welding Fume
Removal
ULT AG offers its welding fume extraction and
filtration system, the SRA 1200, in different
models and in conjunction with FLEXTRACTOR
extraction arms. The comprehensive solution
provides users a one-stop-shop for the removal
of hazardous airborne pollutants.
Continue reading

Upcoming events in May and June 2016
In May and June 2016, ULT will exhibit and participate
at trade shows and seminars, e.g. the LASYS,
International Trade Fair for Laser Process Solutions, in
Stuttgart/Germany or the Rapid.Tech, Conference on
Generative Manufacturing.

Overview on upcoming events

Subscribe to our RSS feed to get first-hand information and news: http://www.ult.de/news
-blog-de.feed?type=rss
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